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Let A be a Z-order in a semisimple Q-algebra -4. Let C(A) denote the class 
group of A defined by using locally free left A-modules. Define D(d) to be the 
kernel of the natural map C(A) + C(Q) for Q a maximal Z-order in A con- 
taining A and d(A) to be the order of D(d). 
The integral group ring ZG of a finite group G is a Z-order in the semisimple 
Q-algebra QG, and hence the groups C(ZG) and D(ZG) can be defined. The 
study of the groups C(ZG) and D(ZG) seems to be important, because it has 
applications to various problems in number theory, algebraic topology, etc. 
In this paper we will try, as a continuation of [3], to determine finite non- 
abelian groups G such that d(ZG) = 1. Denote by D, the dihedral group of 
order 2n and by S, , A, the symmetric, alternating group on n symbols, respec- 
tively. The following theorem has been obtained in [3]. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite nonabeliun group such that d(ZG) = 1. Then G is 
isomorphic to one of the groups D, , n > 3, A, , S, OY A, . 
It is well known that d(ZA,) = d(ZS,) = d(ZA,) = 1. Therefore it suffices 
to determine integers n such that d(ZD,) = 1. However it is also known that 
d(ZD,) = 1 in each of the following cases: (i) n is a prime (Lee [12]), (ii) n is a 
power of 2 (Frohlich-Keating-Wilson [SJ), or (iii) n is a power of an odd regular 
prime (Keating [S]). Further, Cassou-Nogub [l] has shown that there is an 
infinite number of pairs of odd primes p, q, p # q, such that d(ZD,,) > 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that there exist very few types of integers 
1z such that d(ZD,) = 1. Our main result is 
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THEOREM. If d(ZD,) is not divisible by 2, then n is equal to one of the following: 
(1) pSwherepisaprimeands 3 1, 
(2) 2’~s whcrep is an odd prime and r, s 3 1, or 
(3) 2’p8qt where p, q, p # q are odd primes such that p = 3 (mod 4) r = 0 
orlands,t > 1. 
Especially, if d(HD,) = 1, then in (1) ,- (3) we have s = 1 (resp. t = 1) when 
p (resp. q) is not regular but semi-regular. 
It should be noted that, even if n is an integer of type (2) or (3) satisfying the 
conditions on s, t in the second part, d(ZD,) is not always 1. We will give some 
numerical results for integers n of type (2) or (3) and, finally, we will show 
THEOREM. For 3 < n < 60, d(ZD,) = 1. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL UNITS OF QUADRATIC AND BIQUADRATIC FIELDS 
The results in this section may be known, but there is no suitable reference 
for them. Therefore, for completeness, proofs of them will be sketched. 
Let n > 2 be a square free integer. The absolute norm Nocd/n,,o (resp. the 
absolute trace To(d;,,o) of the real quadratic field Q(d/n) is denoted by N 
(resp. T), and the fundamental unit of Q( d/Ti) is denoted by E, . Note that, for 
a prime p, N(E,) = 1 if and only if p = 3 ( mod 4), and further that, if there is 
a prime divisorp of n withp = 3 (mod 4) then N(c,) = 1. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p be an odd prime with p = 3 (mod 4), and let cp = 
a + bdp, a, bEZ. Then: 
(1) 2 I a. 
(2) d< = (&!/2)(~ + /3x@) for some a, /3 fz il. 
(3) $(a’ - pp) = (j) for 01, /? in (2). 
Further let q be an oddprime such that q # p and ($) = - 1. Then: 
(4) dg+1)/z z (g)(f) (mod q). 
Proof. Since N(e,) = a2 - b2p = 1, (a - l)(a + 1) = b2p. If we suppose 
that 2 r a, then (a - 1)/2 and (a + I)/2 are relatively prime, and therefore 
((a - 1)/2, (a + 1)/2) = ((Y’~, fi”p) or (F2p, (Y’~) for some (Y’, j?’ E Z. Hence 
dq = dm + dm = 0~’ + b’@ E Z[@l, which is a contra- 
diction. Thus we have 2 1 a. Then a - 1 and a + 1 are relatively prime and so 
(a - 1, a + 1) = ((Ye, VP) or (j?p, a”) for some (Y, /I E Z. This shows that 
&, = z/(a + m = (d2/2)(ar + /343). Here OL? - ,Q*p = f2, 
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hence or2 z f2 (mod?). It is easy to see that a2 = 2 (modp) if and only if 
(j) = 1. This shows that $(a? - /Pp) = (g). Further we have (6)‘~ = 
2-(~--‘)/~ - (d/2/2)((11 + jgp(~--l)/~~~) = ($)( V/z/Z)(a + ($) /3d3) (mod q). Since 
(4) = -1, it follows that eF+r)/’ = ($) $(c? - pp) = ($)($) (mod q). This 
completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p = q (mod 4), and let 
l DQ = &(a + bdp<), a, b E Z. 
(1) If p = q s 3 (mod 4), or ifp = q 3 1 (mod 4) and N(e,) = 1, then 
a + f2 (modpq) and & = $(a@ + ,6dq) for some LY, ,8 E Z. 
(2) If p s q z 1 (mod 4) and N(c& = -1, then 
m = t(ff+B~~+y~~+6~~)forsomeor,B,xsEZ. 
Proof. (I) Since N(E& = a(a2 - bpq) = 1, (a - 2)(a + 2) = b2pq. Suppose 
that 2 7 a. Then a - 2 and a + 2 are relatively prime and therefore (a - 2, 
a + 2) = (a’, ,Fpq), (a”~, p2q), (pq, a2p) or (Ppq, E’) for some 01, ,!I E Z. Hence 
62 = &d~ + BdF> or +(a + pdfi). Next suppose that 2 ] a. If 
4 j a, then (a - 2)/2 and (a + 2)/2 are relatively prime and so ((a - 2)/2, 
(a + 2)/2) = (01’~, jY2pq), (Gp, /3’2q), (/3’“q, CY”~) or (jY2pq, 0) for some a’, 8’ E Z. 
Therefore 01’~ - /Fpq = f2 or a’2p - pq = &2. Since p - q (mod 4), this 
shows that CX’~ - p2 = f2 (mod 4), w ic is obviously a contradiction. Thus h h 
a/2 is odd. Then (a - 2)/4 and (a + 2)/4 are relatively prime and therefore 
((a - 2)/4, (a + 2)/4) = (cyf2, /Y2pq), (a’2p, pq), @“q, a’2p> or @‘!pq, a”) for 
some 01’, 8’ E E. Hence, putting 01 = 201’ and ,6 = 2/?‘, & = Q(~.dji + j3dc 
or $(LX + pdp?). Because Ed is the fundamental unit of Q( dp?), we must 
have, in both cases, 6, = +(adp + /?dq) and a + f2 (modpq). 
(2) In this case,~,c,e, is totally positive and 2 is unramified in Q( l/p, dq). 
Using these facts the assertion can be proved easily (cf. [IO]). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let p, q be odd primes such that p s 3 (mod 4) and q 3 1 
(mod4), and let cgQ = a + bqfi, a, b E Z. 
(0) If 2fa, then a + fl (modpq) and (5) = 1. 
(I) If (5) = -1 and (t) = -1, then 2 1 a, a + fl (modpq) and 
de% = (G/2)(a: tip + @d@) for some 01, j? E Z. 
(2) If ($) = -1 and (:) = 1, then 2 1 a, a = fl (modpq) and 6 = 
(1/Z/2)(0( + Bx@) for some 01, fl E Z. 
(3) If($) = 1 and(+) = -1, orzy(+) = 1 and($) = (9 = 1, then2~a 
Q?td&= ,l/p+j3~~fotSOmeci,j3EZ. 
(4) If (5) = 1 and -(jJ = (f) = 1, then one of the conclusions in (l), (2) or 
(3) holds. 
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Proof. Note that N(E,,) = a* - Ppq = 1, i.e., that (CZ - l)(a + 1) = 6’pq. 
(0) Suppose that 2 r a. Then ((a - 1)/2, (a + 1)/2) = (a*~, &) or 
(pq, c+) for some 01, p E 6, hence a + $- 1 (mod pq). Therefore chap = p*q f 1, 
and so p(Q--1)P E (cY~~)(Q-~)~* E (pLq * I)(+1)/a = 1 (mod q). This shows that 
(5) = ($) = 1. 
(1) Suppose that ($) = - 1 and ($) = -1. By (0), 2 ] a and then 
(a - 1, a + 1) = (a2, Ppq), (@, $q), (Pq, a*P) or (PPq, a*) for SOme 01, P 6 7. 
If  (a - 1, a + 1) = (oI*, ppq) or (ppq, a*), then CY* = ppq * 2 and therefore 
1 s ($)(a-I)/* z (p*pq & 2)fQ-l)/* E 2fQ-l)i" G -1 (mod q), a contradiction. 
Thus (a - 1, a + 1) = (a*~, /3?q) or (,Fq, a*p). This shows that a $ A11 
(mod pq) and Ai = ( 2/ZP)(ff x4 + Bx4. 
(2) This can be proved in the same way as in (1). 
(3) Suppose that ($) = 1 and (t) = -1. If  2 1 a, then (a - 1, a + 1) = 
(a’*, p’2pq), (a’*p, /T2q), (p*q, 01’~p) or (/Y*pq, afp) for some 01’, /3’ E Z. If  (a - 1, 
a + 1) = (a!‘*, /3’*pq) or (/3’*pq, a’*), then CL’* = ppq f 2 and hence - 1 +E 
2(Q-l)/* _= (/?‘*pq & 2)(‘1-1)/2 ZE (a’*)(Q-l)je G 1 (mod q), a contradiction. On the 
other hand, if (a - 1, a + 1) = (01’4, pq) or (p’*q, (~l’~p), then (u’*p - ,B’*q = h-2 
andhence -1 G 2(Q-l)/* s (a“9 - p'*q)(Q-I)/' :sp(Q--1)lp G 1 (modq), acontra- 
diction. Thus we have 2 r a. 
In case where (5) = 1 and (%) = ($) = 1, we can prove, similarly, that 
2 + a. Hence, in both cases, we have 2 7 a. Then ((a - 1)/2, (a + 1)/2) = 
(a*, ,@y), (a*p, $q), (pq, a’p) or (ppq, a*) for some 01, B E E. Since cBQ is the 
fundamental unit of Q( VP?), we must have 6 = 01@ + /3dq. 
(4) The proof is omitted. 
For K a real bicyclic, biquadratic field, Kuroda [1 1, Satz 111 has determined a 
system of fundamental units of K by using the fundamental unts of the three 
quadratic subfields of K. 
Using (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), we can refine the result of Kuroda in the case of 
K = Q( djT, dfj) as follows: 
PROPOSSFION 1.4. &rp, q distinct oddprimes, the biquadruticfield Q(djF, dq) 
has, us a system of fundumentirl units, one of the following: 
(i) Q,, fi, <whenp=q=3(mod4), 
(ii) •~,E~, ~whenp=q=l(mod4)undiV(~,,) = 1, 
(iii) Ep, , El2 9 d- eD~aeD,a when p = q = 1 (mod 4) and N(c,) = - 1, 
(iv) - %I 3 cl 3 ~E~Q,~ when p 3 3 (mod 4), q s 1 (mod 4) and 4 1 T(E~,J, 
(9 l n , Q, , 6 whenp = 3 (mod 4), q E 1 (mod 4) and4 7 T(E,). 
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2. D(ZD,, *... .,>, p, , p, ,..., p, DISTINCT ODD PRIMES 
We shall denote the quotient ring Z[E]/@[E] by lF,[~r]. 
For a ring A we denote the group of units of A by U(A). For an integer R > 0 
we denote a primitive nth root of unity by 5, . 
Let Pl , Pz ,..., pS be distinct odd primes. Then there exists a natural map 
- @ u([FP*[52)l...?)i-19i+~...l)s + ~P:...Pi-lPi+l”‘l)r). 
l<iss 
The following proposition is due to Cassou-Nogues [ 1, Theo&me 31. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p, , p, ,..., p, be distinct oddprimes. Then: 
D(ZD ) - @ 91U**.*P* = Coker v  
l<il<i2<-.-<i,(t 
u(lPip”‘l)ir - 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p = 1 (mod 4). Let 
be the norm map. Then: 
(1) &E,~ $ Im N,, for any odd integer 1. 
(2) l p-‘) E Im ND for some odd integer I. 
Assume further that ($) = 1. Then: 
(3) -l$ImN,. 
(4) Ifc”,” @ Im N,f or any odd integer 1, thk 2 1 d(ZD,). 
Proof. First note that Q( VP) C Q([, + &$, becausep = 1 (mod 4). There 
exists a commutative diagram 
1 ND 1 ’ 
u (E [ l +2+ 1) -JL U(F,[d~]) @NcF., 
where vi is the restriction of V~ and NL is the map induced by N, . Note that the 
norm maps W,& + S;‘]) + u( ~q,[z/pl) and u( FJJ;+ &‘I) + u( Ed 
are sujective. Then we have Im va * N,C Im NL = U( iF,[ @J)a-l@ U( iF,J(p-1)/2. 
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Put v&J = (e, ) G*(l)). s ince p = 1 (mod 4) e,(l) has order 4. Hence, for any 
odd integer 2, ~~(1)~ has order 4. Since the order of U(ff#~-~)/~ is 2, this shows 
that -J=cBz +! Im N, for any odd integer 1. There is an element OL of U(E[[, + G’]) 
such that NofL,+t,l)lQ(~) = -1. Then No(6,+r,-~),Q(d/p~(a) = l Dz or --eDz for 
some odd integer 1. This shows that N,(a) = l lp(Q-‘) for some odd integer 1. 
Assume,that (5) = 1. Then F*I,[ @j z 5O @ Fq , and therefore Im v’, . N, C 
((1, l), (1, - 1)). From this it follows that - 1 $ Im N, . Further assume that 
E’,” 4 Im ND for any odd integer 1. Then Im N, = <-~“a”> or ‘<~“,m) for some 
integer m, and hence Im vi . N, = ((1, I)}. Th is implies that the cokernel of the 
map 5=:,: U(Z[{,, + gt]) -+ Im Ni has order 2. However Coker i;, is the factor 
group of Coker vgq and, by (2.1) Coker v,,~ z D(ZD,). This shows that 
2 I 4mfJ~ 
THEOREM 2.3. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p = q = 1 (mod 4). Then 2 
divides d( ZD,). 
Proof. Note that Q( dF, Vq) _C Q(5, $ &i), because P = q = 1 (mod 4). 
Let R,,, denote the ring of algebraic integers in Q dF(, dq). Let 
N,,: Wi,, + [;;I) - VW + dP3/21h 
N(l): .U(Z[5, +5-,1])-+ U(R,,,) and N@): U(R,.,) - U@[(l + d&3/21) 
be thenorm maps. Then there is a commutative diagram 
where ~5~ and vaq are the restrictions of vBq , and N(i)’ and N(a)’ are the maps 
induced by N(l) and N@), respectively. Now we see that 
Irnvh* N, C Im N(2)’ * N(l)’ = U(~,)(Q-1112 @ ~(~,)(‘-1)/2 
= Ul, I), (1, -11, (-1, l), (-1, -1)). 
Let N = NQ(,G-F)IQ - Suppose that N(c,) = - 1. Then it is easy to see that 
v;~<&> = (- 1, - 1). Therefore Im v& . Npp -C{(l, l), (-1, --I)}. Hence the 
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cokernel of the map Gw: U(Z[&,, + [;:I) + Im NC*)’ * N(l)’ has order 2 or 4. 
Since 1 Coker FDQ1 1 Coker yDp 1, this shows that 2 1 d(ZD,). 
Next suppose that N(E,,) = 1. Then (G) = (%) = 1 and, by (1.2), 
(,&J = (1, -1) or C-1, 1). Let N,: U(Z[C, + lzI> + V[(l + ~3Wl) 
and N,: U(Z[&,, + [;:I) ---f U(Z[(l + dq)/2]) be the norm maps. By (2.2), (4) 
we may assume that there exist odd integers 1, m such that l “,” E Im N, and 
<i”’ E Im N, . Now suppose that -&,5~qg E Im N(l), X, y E Z. If x is odd and y is 
even, then No( Z/C, dcj,o( dp,( &Q,%~~) = E’,” E Im ND and 
Since l “4” E Im N, and 2 1 y, it follows that - 1 E Im N, . Similarly, if x is even 
and y is odd, it follows that - 1 E Im ND . But, by (2.2) (3), - 1 $ Im N, and 
--I $ Im N, . This is a contradiction. Consequently x + y is even. Then 
Nt2)( &E~~E~~‘) = 1. However, by (1.4) U(R,,,) = (-I, Q, , cQ , ,1/c%), and, 
clearly, Nt2)( &J = -cDQ . Therefore - 1 4 Im N(“) * N(r) = Im N, , and 
hence (--I, -1) $Imv’,, . ND, . This shows that 2 1 d(Z),). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Ifp = 4 E 3 (mod 4), or ifp E 3 (mod 4) and 4 = 1 (mod 4), 
2 does not always divide d(ZD,,). In fact, it has been shown in [l] that 
d(iZD,) = 1 when (p, 4) = (3, q), 5 d q d 29, (5, 7), (5, II) or (7, 1 I). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p, , pz , p, be distinct oddprimes. Then 2 divides d(ZD,l,g,J). 
Proof. If there exist two or three pi with pi E 1 (mod 4) then it follows 
directly from (2.3) that 2 1 d(ZD2)1P1P8 ). Hence we have only to consider the 
following two cases: 
(i) p, E 1 (mod 4) and p, = ps = 3 (mod 4), 
(ii) p1 G p, EE p, = 3 (mod 4). 
Cuse (i). Note that Q(dpX) C Q(591s9D3 + t&,,>. Let 
denote the norm map. Then there is a commutative diagram 
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where v’ 2)19gp3 is the restriction of vDIDIp3 and Ni,PaP, is the map induced by ND,,,,,. 
We see that 
= u(IFpl)w)/* @ u(IFq)(%--l)/* @ U([Fp3)W)? 
Since Im N,,,,,, is generated by at most two elements, Im v&PI . N, 9 I) has IL 3 
order 1, 2 or 4. Therefore the cokernel of the map 
has order 2, 4 or 8. Since 1 Coker GD1D8Ds I 1 I Coker v91D2,,3 I, this implies that 
2 I I Coker vvlvtvQ I. 
Case (ii). Note that Q( xG&) C Q(lDas3 f &-,,a,> C Q(SDIDpl)Q f ~&+J Let 
denote the norm map. Then there is a commutative diagram 
where V' wa is the restriction of vglDzPJ and N&, is the map induced by N 
Now we see that 
wa * 
Im Gvg . Nvav3 C Im Nkvs 
= U(F,dp,p,)*+ @ u(IFq)(w’* @ U(lQ(P3-1)12. 
If (A$$) = - 1, then U(lF+/p2p,) - - PI 1 is cyclic of order p, f 1. Since 
Im NV,,, is generated by at most two elements, the cokernel of the map 
Gp*: WL,v,v, + G&J) - Im N&v, has order divisible by 2. If (lP# = 1, 
then U( Fvl$&Q+-I z U(Fp)I)~l-l @ U(lFvJ’l-l = ((1, 1)) so that - 1 $ 
Im NV,,, . Therefore Im vapva . N,,,, has order 1 or 2, and hence the cokemel of 
the map F9zv3: U(Z[&,v8va + &&J) + Im N&, has order 2 or 4. Since 
1 Coker CD*=, 1 1 I Coker vglplpa 1, we see that 2 I 1 Coker v %VS I. 
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Consequently, in both cases, we have 2 1 1 Coker v~,~~,,~ I. By (2.1) we can 
conclude that 2 ( d(ZD9192PQ). 
Remark 2.6. By the same method as in (2.5), we can show the following: 
“Let $3 , p, ,..., pt , t 3 2 be distinct odd primes. Then 2t-2 divides 
I Coker vz)12)p...91 I, hence lim,+, 4~D,1,2...,1) = ~0.” 
3. D(HD,), 12 AN EVEN INTEGER 
For a finite group G, we denote by L’o the element x.,,o u in ZG. In [4] we 
have obtained the following 
PROPOSITION 3.1. WD,) cz D(ZD,,I(~D,)) fm n 3 3. 
Forn~3wewriteD,=(o,~~~~=~~=l,u~=~u-~).For~’~7t,weput 
(I’ = unln’ and .Z,,p = ~~~~’ ~'2 in ZD, . 
LEMMA 3.2. (1) D(ZD,) z D(ZD,@J) for n 3 3. 
(2) D(E4,) s W&,&J) for m > 2. 
Proof. (1) From the pull-back diagram of orders 
we get the (Mayer-Vietoris) exact sequence (cf. [13] and [14]) 
U(ZD,/(&)) 0 U(Z) s U(Z/d) -+ D(zD,/(~~~))-D(zDn/(~n))-o. 
It is easy to see that U(ZC&‘,,)) g U(ZD,/(&)) and &(U(ZC,/(Z,))) = 
U(E/nZ). Therefore D(HD,/(ZDn)) z D(HD,/(&)), and hence, by (3.1), 
W&J cz WQJGJ). 
(2) From the pull-back diagram 
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we get the exact sequence 
Further, from the pull-back diagram 
we get the exact sequence 
U(ZD,/(Z,)) 0 U@[T])(=+ U(@/d?)[T]) - D(ZD,) - D(hD,I(&,J) - 0. 
BY (I), D(W,J s WWGJ) and so x1( wa7llGJN = wwwl)~ 
Since U(W@‘,,J) C u(~D2wJ(GJ), 9dWDzm/GJ)> = Wf/~~)[4~ hence 
W4m/(&n)> zz VQm/Gn>)~ Ag ain by (1) this shows that D(HDz,) g 
W%n/GJ>. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For each odd integer m 3 3, there exists an exact sequence 
U(h[E + CT-‘]) +L @ U(~,L, + t-21, 
m’lm 
??I'>1 
-- D(ZD,,) - D(ZD,) 0 D(ZD,) - 0 
where 6 is dejned only by the relation 1 + 0 + O2 + ... + em-l = 0 and &,, is 
the natural map. Hence 2 1 d(ZD,,) if and only if2 1 d(ZD,). 
Proof. There is a pull-back diagram 
From this and (3.2) we get the exact sequence 
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Note that the centers of ZD,/(Z;,) and IFzD,,,/(Z,,,) are 
Z[l? + CT”] = Z[u + a-q/(&J 
;tgr:E + +I = F,b + ~-ll/GW, respectively. Then we have a commutative 
where &,,, is the restriction of 4 and both N and N’ are the maps induced by the 
reduced norm maps. Since m’ is odd, we have IF&,* , T] z A&( E2[[m, + {;?I) 
and therefore N’ is bijective. Further, considering the matrix representation of 
HD,,,/(.Z,,J afforded by Z[6] = Z[u]/(&,,), we see that N is surjective. This shows 
that Coker barn z Coker 6. Thus we get the exact sequence 
- W4,) - D(ZD,) 0 D(ZD,) - 0, 
as desired. 
LEMMA 3.4. For each odd integer m 2 3, D(ZD*,) E D(ZDJ(GJ) ad 
D(ZD,,/(u*” + 1)) z D(Z&,/(~*” + 1, &,z)). 
Proof. There is a pull-back diagram 
From this we get the exact sequence 
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Note that the center of ZD4,,J(Zm) is Z[6 + 6-l] = Z[u + u-~]/(&). Then we 
have a commutative diagram 
where 4 is the restriction of ~$r and both N and N’ are the maps induced by the 
reduced norm maps. Let k = 2s + 1 be an odd integer such that k and m are 
relatively prime. Putf(6) = 1 + (6” + 6”) + ((~7”)’ + (6”)‘) + **. + ((3)” + 
(G-“)“) in Z[C? + 6-l]. Then, as is easily seen, f(6) E U(Z[C + C-r]) and 
:J{c?? = K. Further put F(6, T) = {I + a4 + (5”)” + ... + (e”)“} + (6” f 
a.. + (3)“}~ in Z[G, ~1 = ZD,,/(Z*). Then N(F(o, T)) = f(C), hence 
F(6, r) E U(ZDJ(&)). Therefore 4 - N is surjective. From the above com- 
mutative diagram we see that $r is surjective. Thus D(ZD4,@sm)) s 
W&z/(-W. BY (2.2) th is implies that D(HDa,) s D(ZD,,/(Z,,J). Similarly 
it can be shown that D(ZD,,,,/(@ + 1)) z D(ZD,,/(u”” + 1, Zn)). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For each odd integer m 3 3, there exists an exact sequence 
U(Z&, p + PI) 0 U(E[+ f (+W) 
- D(Qm) - D(HD,,) 0 D(ZD,,/(+ + 1)) - 0 
where i; and p are dejned only by the relations 1 + ii + p’ f *.. + pm-l = 0, 
jz2 = 1 and tLp = j+, and both I,& and $2 are the natural maps. 
Proof. From the pull-back diagram 
we get the exact sequence 
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Note that the centers of ZDam/(Zm), EDa,,,/(03m + 1, Z,) and FzD2m/(&,J are 
Z[P, 64 + c?], Z[# + (G”)-r] and lF,[i, 3 + O-7, respectively. Then we have 
a commutative diagram 
where #r and #s are the restrictions of 4; and $5 , respectively, and Nr , Na and 
N’ are the maps induced by the reduced norm maps. Since F,[i, 5,~ , r] g 
W(h?[i, 5,, + t-21> for each m’, N’ is bijective. On the other hand, considering 
the matrix representations of ZD,,/(L’,J and ZD,,/(+ + 1, Z,,) afforded by 
Z[u]/(@ - 1, &) and Z[ol/(@ + 1, &), respectively, we see that both Nr 
and Ns are surjective. This shows that Coke.rq4’,, z Coker #4m. By (3.2) and (3.4), 
D(ZD,,) E D(~%/(&,J>, WD,,) ST W4,/(Zn)) and W’4,/(~“” + 1)) E 
D(ZD,,/(+ + 1, &n>). I f  we put p = 3 and ,Z = P, then from (*) we get the 
exact sequence 
as desired. 
4. D(ED,,,), p, q DISTINCT ODD PRIMES 
Let $5 , P, ,..-, pd be distinct odd primes. Then there exists a natural map 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let pI , p, ,..., p, be distinct odd prim-es. Then: 
D(ZD4~,De...pt/(=2Z1~*“‘~t + 1)) gz @ Coker v4p P. 
l<il<i2<“‘<ia<t 
‘1 ‘2 
.+, . 
Proof. We will prove this only in the case of t = 1, 2. Let p be an odd prime. 
By (3.4), D(ZD4,/(uz” + 1)) s D(ZD4,/(02p + 1, &)). Since ZD4,/(02P + 1, 
Zp) g Z[t4,, 71, D(ZD,,/(U~~ + 1, &J) = 0 (e.g. Ml), and so 
D(ZD4,/(02P + 1)) = 0. 
It 1s clear that Coker v4= = 0. Hence D(ZD,,/(& + 1)) = 0 = Coker v4p . 
Let p, q, p # 4 be odd primes. Then there is a pull-back diagram 
where for each k Q,(T) d enotes the Kth cyclotomic polynomial. Now we see 
that D(Z[i, ~1) = W[S4,, , ~1) = WL, , ~1) = D(Z[t4;aaj 4 = 0 (e.g. [IQ 
Therefore, from the above pull-back diagram, we get the exact sequence 
We now have a commutative diagram 
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where Kapa is the map induced by (K 1 , K2), and both N and N’ are the maps 
induced by the reduced norm maps, Then we see that N is surjective and N’ is 
bijective. Therefore D(ZD,,/(&‘g + 1)) z Coker ZpM g Coker 4pp, Along the 
same line as in the proof of [l, ThCoreme 31 we can show that Coker Kapa e 
Coker vdD @ Coker v40 0 Coker wa’4w . Thus we have D(ZD,,,/(+‘g + 1)) z 
Coker v** @ Coker vu @ Coker vaDa = Coker vapg . 
Let p, q, p + q be odd primes. We have shown in (3.5) that there exists an 
exact sequence 
Since, by virtue of (4.1), D(ZD4B,J(S~g + 1)) E Coker vdDg, we get the exact 
sequence 
0 + Coker $pm -+ D(ZD,,,) + D(ZD.& @ Coker vaDa -+ 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p = 3 (mod 4). In case q E 1 
(mod 4), let cpg = a + bdp?, a, b E Z. Assume that one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
(1) q E 3 (mod 4) and p = q (mod S), 
(2) q = 1 (mod 4), 2 I a and a = fl (modpq), OT 
(3) q = 1 (mod 4), 2 I a, a + fl (modpq)and($) = 1. 
Then 2 1 1 Coker vam I. 
Proof. Let&, (resp.R,,) denote the ring of algebraic integers in Q( VP, qq) 
(resp. Q( fi)). Then there exists a commutative diagram 
N 
W,) 
Y’ 
where V" and v’ are the restrictions of vaep , N, No’ and Nfa) are the norm maps, 
and N’, No) and N(2)’ are the maps induced by N, No) and N(2), respectively. 
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We here note that Im N’ = U(iI=,J(Q-l)p @ U(IFp)(B--l)p and Im No” = 
U( 5*[ djT])‘Q-I’!” @ U( lFp,[ qif]p--1’/2. 
(1) Assume that q z 3 (mod 4) and p = q (mod 8). Then, according to 
(1.4), U@,,,) = C-1, Ep ! a, 6). Now N’*‘(- 1) = Nc2’(e,) = 1 and 
W2’( 6) = -Q?Q 1 and, by (l.l), (3) and the assumption that p = q (mod 8), 
N(“(&$ = ($)(+) = 1. Th ere ore f Im N(*’ = (--elm), and hence Im v’ & 
N w Im N’. This shows that 2 1 ( Coker vdDg 1. 
(2) Assume that q z 1 (mod 4), 2 1 a and a = fl (modpq). Then 
v’(~,g) = f(L 1) an d so Im v’ 2 Im N’, which implies that 2 1 / Coker v4s4 I. 
(3) Assume that q = 1 (mod 4), 2 1 a, a $ &I (modpp) and (%) = 1. 
Note that U(IF,[d’]) z U(F,) @ U(lFJ and U(lFJdq]) s U(lFJ @ U(F,) 
because ($) = ($) = 1. Then ImN”” = ((-1, -1, 1, I), (1, 1, -1, -1), 
(1, -1, 1, l), (1, 1, 1, -I)>. By (1.4), u(%,,) = C-1, cD1 cQ, d/EPE99) and, by 
(1.1) and (1.3) 
for some OL, ,6, y, 6 E Z. Further let Ed = $(h + wdq, h, w E Z. We see that 
~“(-1) = (--I, -1, -1, -1), v”(EJ = (Ed, 1, 1) or (fP, -1, -1), V”(Q) = 
(&A, +h, 6,) and v”( v+J = (d=, @y/2 V/Q). Since cgp. = &I (mod dq), 
( de9~pq)z 5 +, (mod dq), and therefore Im v” C ((- 1, -1, - 1, -I), 
(1, 1, - 1, -I), (9, $t eg), (x&G, (/3y/214)). However, (i&V2 = - 1 
(mod q) and l r1 s ((/$/2)l/q)P-l = 1 (modp). Hence, using the fact that 
Im V" * No’ C Im N’, it can be shown that Im v” . N(l) is is generated by at most 
three elements. Thus we have Im v” . N(l) $ Im N’, which implies that 
2 1 1 Coker vaPcI . This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p = 3 (mod 4). In case q = 1 
(mod 4), let cDQ = a + bm, a, b E E. Assume that one of the following 
conditions is satisJied: 
(1) q = 3 (mod 4) andp $ q (mod 8) 
(2) q=l(mod4)and2-ra,or 
(3) q = 1 (mod 4), 2 ] a, a + fl (mod&) and (%) = -1. 
Then 2 1 ( Coker #appp I. 
Proof. Let G be the group of all automorphisms of the cyclic group (a> of 
order 4pq. Let g be an element of G such that g(u) = u-l and put G = G/(g). 
Then G acts naturally on Z&, j5 + p-l], Z[ip + (i&l], IFJi, 5, + [z], 
Z[L,, + C&l, etc. Especially, it acts faithfully on Z[ip + (i$l] and 
Z[c4,,, + [.&I. It is clear that iZ[&, + &&lG = Z. Therefore we can find a 
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subgroup H of G such that Z&, + [&]” = Z[fi]. Since p = 3 (mod 4), 
we have 
and 5,[5,, + 5;:]” = F,[C, + C;‘lH = 5,[5, + t;;‘]” = 5,. 
Now there exists a commutative diagram 
where I/; and I& are the restrictions of & and q5s , respectively, and Nr , Na and N 
are the norm maps defined by H. If u(p)E F&5 + p-l], then N’( 1 + (1 + i)u(i)) = 
1 + (1 + 9 I&), and TH(u($&) = TH(u(&)) = 0. However there is an 
element u(p) of IF,@ + p-‘1 such that TH(u(&,J) = 1. This shows that 
Im N’ = U( F,[i]) @ U( IF,) @ U( IF,). C onsequently 1 Im N’ 1 = 2 and i # Im N’. 
Any element f(p, ji) of U(Z& j5 + F-llH) can be expressed as follows: 
f(ji, j5) = u, + a2ji + (6, + b&)(1 + p* + (p)” + ... + (p*)P-1) + (cr + 
c&)(1 + pp + (pP)* + ..a + (jW1>, a,, a2, 6, , b, , cl , c2 E Z. Then@, S,,), 
f(ik LA f(ii, 5,) E WGG F rom this it follows directly that (a, , u2) = (1, 0), 
(-1, O), (0, 1) or (0, -1) and b, = b, = cr = c2 = 0. This implies that 
U(Z[i;, j + p-l]H) = (-1, ,C). Since i $ Im N’, -J-p $ Im Nr and so 
Im I& . Nr = (1). 
There exists a commutative diagram 
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where the horizontal maps are the natural inclusions, r], , ?a and r], are the 
natural maps, and iklr , Mz and MS are the norm maps defined by H. As is 
easily seen, T~(EJ = Q(Q) = i, and so Im(~,n/r, , r12M2, QM,) = U(lFJi]) @ 
U(iFa) @ U(lF,) = <(i, 1, 1)). Therefore, to prove that 2 1 1 Coker I,&, 1, it 
suffices to show that Im & . N, = (I}. 
Let f($) be an element of U(Z[$ + (ip):)-‘1). Then we have Ml( f(&,)) = 
(--lY+sm, %ML,)) = p l -‘) for some rz, m, I E Z and M3( f([J) = 1. There 
exist relations (-1)“~~” E $-‘) (mod q) and (-l)%,” = 1 (modp). Since 
v1 . Ml(f(c4,)) = Q((-l)%,“) = P, it suffices to show that m is even. 
(1) Assume that q = 3 (mod 4) and p q? q (mod 8). Then (g)(t) = - 1. 
Since (z)(s) = - 1, we may assume that ($) = - 1. By virtue of (1 .l), 
$+‘)” = - 1 (mod q), and hence the order of cp in U( lFq[ dp]) is divisible by 4. 
However •~-~(~-r) = (- 1)” (mod q). Therefore we can conclude that m is even. 2, 
(2) Assume that q = 1 (mod 4) and 2 { a. Let R,,, denote the ring of 
algebraic integers in Q( l/p, dg). Then there is a commutative diagram 
where No) and Nu) are the norm maps. By (1.4), U(R,,,) = (- 1, cp , Ed ,
fi), and so Im Ml C Im Wz) = <- 1, cD2). From this it follows that m is 
even. 
(3) Assume that q = 1 (mod 4), 2 1 a, a q% f 1 (modpq) and ($) = -I* 
Then, by (1.3), (f) = -1. Since (q + I)/2 is odd, (-l)nea(q+1)‘2)m = 
E~(Q+~)~~)‘(*-~) (mod q) and (-1)“~~” = 1 (modp). According to (l.l), ~g+l)‘~ = 
-($) (mod q) and l lr = ($) (modp), and so (-l)n+m(g))m = 1 (mod q) and 
(-l)“(i)” = 1 (modp). Th us m and n must be even. This completes the 
proof. 
From (4.2) and (4.3) we get 
THEOREM 4.4. Let p, q, p # q be odd primes with p s 3 (mod 4). Then 2 
divides d(ZD&. 
5. D(ZDg), p AN ODD PRIME, AND MAIN RESULT 
Let C, , n > 3 be the cyclic group of order n, i.e., C, = <u 1 an = l), and 
let g denote the automorphism of C, of order 2 defined by g(u) = 0-l. Then g 
acts naturally on U(iZC,), U(Z[[,]), K,(ZC,), etc. 
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Let M be a C,-module. Then we can define another C,-module structure on 
M by u * u = g(u)u = u-% for u E M and denote by gM the module M with this 
C,,-module structure. It should be noted that e(eM) s M as C,-modules. 
Through the correspondence M -+ gM, g acts naturally on K,(ZC,J, C(ZC,), 
D(ZC,), etc., so that these groups can be regarded as (g)-modules. For a 
(g)-module S, we put Sf = S(g) = (w E S 1 gv = v}. 
For a finite abelian group H, we denote by O(H) the odd part of H, i.e., the 
maximal subgroup of H of odd order. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For each integer n > 3, O(D(ZD,)) g O(D(ZC,)+). 
Especially, ifp is an odd prime and s 3 1, D(ZD,,) E D(ZC,,)+ and D(ZDzpII) E 
WC,,.)+. 
Proof. The cyclic group C, can be identified with a normal subgroup of D, . 
Then we have the induction map Ind: D(ZC,,) -+ D(ZD,) and the restriction 
map Res: D(ZD,) --f D(ZC,). By the induction theorem (cf. [2]), 2 . D(ZD,) C 
Im Ind and 2 * Ker Res = 0. Therefore Ind: O(D(ZC,)) + O(D(ZD,)) is sur- 
jective and Res: O(D(ZD,))+O(D(HC,)) is in’ec J t ive. Note that, for a C,-module 
Al, ZD, @rc, M g M @ gM as C,,-modules. From this we see that Res . Ind = 
T <g> * Clearly, 2 . D(ZC,)+ c Im Ttg, C D(ZC,)+ and so the map T(,,: 
O(D(ZC,J+) --f O(D(Z(C,)+) is bijective. Hence Ind: O(D(ZC,J+) --f O(D(ZD,)) 
is injective and Res: O(D(ZD,)) -+ O(D(ZC,)+) is surjective. This implies that 
both of the maps Ind: O(D(ZC,)+) + O(D(ZD,)) and Res: O(D(ZD,)) + 
O(D(ZCJ+) are bijective, which proves the first part. 
Let p be an odd prime. As is easily seen (cf. [93 and [8]), both D(ZC,,) and 
D(ZD,,) are p-groups, and hence it follows from the first part that D(ZD,,) E 
D(ZC,.)+. Further, by (3.3), d(ZD,,,) is odd, and, by the same method as in (3.3), 
it can be shown that d(ZC,,,) is odd. Therefore it follows that D(ZD,,,) z 
D(ZC,,.)+, which completes the proof. 
A prime p is said to be regular if the class number of a([,) is not divisible by 
p and to be semi-regular if the class number of a([, + [;‘) is not divisible by p. 
For a prime p, we denote by 6, the number of the Bernoulli numbers B, , 
B 4 ,..., B,-, divisible byp, and denote by pLi , hi the Iwasawa invariants (e.g. [15]). 
It has been proved by Keating [8] that, if p is an odd regular prime, then 
d(ZD,,) = 1 for s 3 1. However this result follows directly from (5.1) and 
[9, Theorem 1.11. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let p be an odd prime. Then: 
(1) If p is semi-regular, then D(ZD+) g [Z/PZ]‘~~). 
(2) If p is semi-regular and if pi = 0 and Ai = 0 or 1 for all i, then 
D(ZD,,+I) g [Z/pZ @ Z/p*Z @ **. @ E/pSZ]@n) for s > 1. 
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Proof. This follows immediately from [9, Theorem 6.11, [15, Corollary 2.51 
and (5.1). 
Noting that d(Z),) / d(hD,) when m j n, we can summarize (2.3), (2.5), (4.4) 
and (5.2) into the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. If d(ZD,) is not divisible by 2, then n is equal to one of the 
following: 
(1) ~~wherepisaprimeands > 1, 
(2) 2’~s where p is an odd prime and r, s 3 1, or 
(3) 2’psqf where p, q, p # q are oddprimes such that p = 3 (mod 4) r = 0 
or 1 ands, t > 1. 
Especially, ifd(ZD,) = 1, then in (1) N (3) we hawe s = 1 (resp. t = 1) when 
p (resp. q) is not regular but semi-regular. 
6. NUMERICAL RFSULTS 
For each odd integer m > 3, there is a natural map ~a~,: U(Z[t,, + (;‘I) + 
~(~22[57n + 5.3). 
LEMMA 6.1. For each odd prime p, D(ZD*,) g Coker xa4, . More generally, 
for each odd integer m 3 3, ~Im,lm,r,l’,l 1 Coker x~,,~’ 1 divides d(ZD,,). 
Proof. The first part is evident by (3.1). In the general case, there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
where L is the inclusion. Then I-IIm*l,,,,,,r’,l / Coker ~a,,~’ 1 1 1 Coker & I. Since 
) Coker Cam 1 1 d(ZD,,) by (3.3), this implies that 
j-Jrn I Coker x2nl’ I ( 4ZD2A. 
rn'<l 
EXAMPLE 6.2. By computing directly Coker xzP, we can show that 
d(ZD,,) = 1 when 3 < p ,( 29, p = 47, 179 or 19379. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let m > 1 be a square free integer. Assume that m s 5 (mod 8) 
and r, E Z[‘i;;]. Then 3 divides d(ZD,,). 
Proof. Since m E 1 (mod 4), there is a commutative diagram 
u (z [ l +2di]) XI u (IF, [ l+*““1) 
where x’ is the restriction of xzm and both N and N’ are the norm maps. It is 
clear that N’ is surjective. By assumption, IFs[(l + &$/2] 2 lFd and Im x’ = 
(1). Therefore j Coker x’ 1 = 3, so that 3 1 1 Coker xs,,, 1. We can conclude 
by (6.1) that 3 1 d(ZD,,,). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. The square free odd integers 1 < m < 2000 satisfying the 
assumption in (6.3) are given in the following: 
(i) m = p, a prime: 37, 101, 197, 269, 349, 373, 389, 557, 677, 701, 709, 
757, 829, 877,997, 1213, 1301, 1613, 1861, 1901, 1949, 1973. 
(ii) m = prp,: 141, 381, 485, 573, 781, 813, 901, 933, 973, 1149, 1157, 
1389, 1405, 1717, 1765, 1893, 1909. 
(iii) m = p,p,p,: 885, 1173, 1605, 1885. 
Note that, if a square free integer m has the form 4k” + 1, 2 r K, then m E 5 
(mod 8) and E, = 2k + l/m. However the authors do not know whether there 
is an infinite number of m satisfying the assumption in (6.3). 
Further note that, since D(ZD,,) E D(ZC,,)+ by (5.1), D(ZC,,)+ # 0 for 
each prime p in (i). 
LEMMA 6.5. Let p, q,p # q be odd primes, and assume that d(ZD,) = 1. 
Then there exists a commutative diagram with exact rows 
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Proof. By the proof of (3.3), there exists an exact sequence 
On the other hand, from the pull-back diagram 
we get the exact sequence 
Therefore we have a commutative diagram with exact rows 
where 2 is the natural map and 2’ is the map induced by 2. From this we get, 
using the reduced norms, the commutative diagram with exact rows 
This completes the proof. 
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EXAMPLE 6.6. For p = 5, 7, 11 or 13, d(ZD,.,.,) = 1. For the case where 
p = 5, by (2.4) and (6.5) th ere is a commutative diagram with exact rows 
VK,, + C;,l> 0 wx5, + 5;‘l) 63 wf) - WJI, + 5,‘l) 0 VJ - 0 
1 kso.qa.x,) 1 Y’ 
w&z,, + e;;1> 0 W,K, + 43) 0 7-4~2,) - D(ZD,,) - 0. 
Since d(ZD,) = d(ZD,,) = 1 by (6.2), both xa and xl0 are surjective. As is easily 
seen, U( [F,[i&, + [TV]) is cyclic of order 15, which is generated by 5,s + I’,‘;~, 
and so xao is surjective. Therefore x’ is also surjective, observing the above 
diagram. Because ] U(F&s + [;“])I = 8 and ] U(F,)l = 4, d(iZD,,) is a power 
of 2. However d(ZD,,) is odd, because 1 U(IF,[&, + Gl])l = 15 and 
1 U([F,[<, + [;l])l = 3. This shows that d(ZD,,) = 1. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let p be an odd prime with ($) = - 1. Assume that p - 1 and 
2’1” - 1 are relatively prime, where Y denotes the order of 2 in U( IF,). Then, for 
each s > 1, there exists an exact sequace 
Proof. Since (g) = - 1, we have 
1 U(~&# + rJ])l = (pD*‘-’ - l)(e-r)‘r, 
which is not divisible byp. There is a commutative diagram 
where Q,, denotes the inclusion. Therefore it suffices by (3.3) to prove that 
I Coker L=, I = pla(p - 1)” for some & > 0. From the pull-back diagram 
Z[o + q/(-q., - q1,. + I,3 
1 1 
Z[u + a’]&-1) - lF,[u + u-l]/(qp4) 
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we get the exact sequence 
2% U(FJu + +]&-*,,. 
Since u( FD,) c Im qs , 1 Coker KS 1 = pz;(p - 1) for some 1; > 0. Hence, by 
induction on s, we can show that 1 Coker cgs 1 = @(p - 1)” for some 1, > 0. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. For pa = 3”, 33, 34 or 5”, d(ZD,,,) = 1. In fact, p = 3 
satisfies the assumption in (6.7). I n order to show that d(iZD,.,,) = 1, it suffices 
to show that x2.3’: U(Z[t. + &$j) --f U([F,[[,. + &‘I) is surjective. Now there 
is a commutative diagram 
where both N, and Ni denote the norm maps. Then it can be shown that 
Ni(c,, + [$) = [3+1 + [$I . Using this fact it is seen that U(IF&,, + &J]) = 
(t, + {$> for s < 4. This implies that, for s < 4, ~a.~* is surjective. 
The primes p < 113 satisfying the assumption in (6.7) are the following: 
3, 5, 11, 19, 29, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 67, 83, 101, 107. 
For each odd prime p, there is a natural map x4p: U(Z[i[, + (i&,)-1]) + 
U(~&, 5, + t;;;‘l,. 
LEMMA 6.9. For each oddprimep, there exists an exact sequence 
0 -+ T 0 D(ZD,,) -+ D(ZD,,) + D(ZD,,) - 0 
where T is an elementary abelian 2-group such that 1 T 1 1 1 Coker x43, I. 
Proof. By (3.5) there exists an exact sequence 
Using the norm maps it is shown that O(Coker #4J s D(ZDz9), and, clearly, 
WlC4,, 3 ~1) = 0. Denote by T the Sylow 2-subgroup of Coker #4D . Then we 
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obtain the exact sequence 0 + T @ D(ZDzr) + D(ZD,,) -+ D(ZD,,) + 0. It 
is easy to see that T is an elementary abelian 2-group, and since 
I C&r #4D I 1 I C&r x4p 1, 
we have 1 TI 11 Cokerx,,l. 
EXAMPLE 6.10. For 3 < p < 73, d(ZD,,) = d(ZD,,)2, and hence, by 
(6.2), for 3 < p < 29, d(ZD,,) = 1. 
This can be shown by computing directly Coker x4=. In fact, let o& = 
(&Jk + (iWk d an w,=&,“+[;‘Cfork>1.Then,forr>1withp~2r+1, 
1 + w; + w; + *.* + 4 E WW, + (i5&1l), 1 + 9 + w2 + -em + wv E 
W[L + &ill) and x4# + wi + 4 + *** + 4) = 1 + w1 + w2 + a-- + 
wr + (wl + wa + . ..)(i + 1). Therefore 
1+ 
w1+ w3 + -*- 
1 + w1+ w2 + *** + w+ 
(i + 1) E Im x49. 
Also it is seen that 1 + (l/wi)(i + 1) E Im x4$ . Hence, if the conjugates of 
1 w1+ ws - 
WI’ 1 yw, ’ 1+w”,l+w2’ 1+w1+w2+w3 )*** 
generate E2[C4, + &‘I, we have d(ZD,,) = d(ZD2J2. 
By more complicated computations we obtain the following 
EXAMPLE 6.11. (i) d(ZD,,/(& + 1)) = 1 for each odd prime p < 23. 
(ii) d(HDsJ = 1 forp = 3, 5 or 7. 
(iii) 2 I d(ZD,.,,,/(a4’113 + l)), hence 2 I d(Wd. 
(iv) d(ZD,,.,) = d(ZD,,.,) = 1. 
(v) d(ZD,.,) = d(ZD,.,) = d(ZD,.,) = 1. 
Summarizing (2.4) (6.2), (6.6), (6.8), (6.10) and (6.11), we get the following 
THEOREM 6.12. For 3 < II -c 60, d(ZD,) = 1. 
Remark 6.13. d(ZD,,) = 2 and d(ZD,) = 1 for 61 < n < 64. 
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